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ABSTRACT
The vast majority of microbes are unculturable and
thus cannot be sequenced by means of traditional
methods. High-throughput sequencing techniques
like 454 or Solexa-Illumina make it possible to
explore those microbes by studying whole natural
microbial communities and analysing their biologic-
al diversity as well as the underlying metabolic
pathways. Over the past few years, different
methods have been developed for the taxonomic
and functional characterization of metagenomic
shotgun sequences. However, the taxonomic clas-
sification of metagenomic sequences from novel
species without close homologue in the biological
sequence databases poses a challenge due to the
high number of wrong taxonomic predictions on
lower taxonomic ranks. Here we present CARMA3,
a new method for the taxonomic classification of
assembled and unassembled metagenomic se-
quences that has been adapted to work with both
BLAST and HMMER3 homology searches. We show
that our method makes fewer wrong taxonomic pre-
dictions (at the same sensitivity) than other
BLAST-based methods. CARMA3 is freely access-
ible via the web application WebCARMA from
http://webcarma.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de.
INTRODUCTION
The vast majority of microbes cannot be cultivated in a
monoculture and thus cannot be sequenced by means of
traditional methods. To explore these microbes, they have
to be analysed within their natural microbial communities.
The new high-throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies
like Roche’s 454-sequencing, ABI’s SOLiD or Illumina’s
Genome Analyzer make it possible to sequence microbial
DNA samples of such communities. Due to the restricted
read lengths currently produced by the different HTS
technologies, reconstruction of complete genomic se-
quences is too difﬁcult. Though, by comparing the
metagenomic fragments with sequences of known
function, it is possible to analyse the biological diversity
and the underlying metabolic pathways in microbial
communities.
To infer the taxonomic origin of metagenomic
reads, two kinds of methods, composition-based and
comparison-based, can be distinguished. The
composition-based methods extract sequence features
like GC content or k-mer frequencies, and compare
them with features computed from reference sequences
with known taxonomic origin (1–5). A disadvantage is
that short reads are not suited for this method as rather
long reads are required to obtain a reasonable classiﬁca-
tion accuracy. The comparison-based methods, in
contrast, rely on homology information obtained by
database searches. They can be further subdivided into
methods that are based on hidden markov model
(HMM) homology searches (6) and those that are based
on BLAST homology searches (7,8). CARMA (9) as well
as WebCARMA (10), a reﬁned version of CARMA avail-
able as a web application for the taxonomic and function-
al classiﬁcation of metagenomic reads belong to the
HMM-based methods.
For the taxonomic classiﬁcation of metagenomic reads
based on BLAST, different methods have been developed.
Probably the most basic method is to use BLAST to
search for the best hit in a database of sequences with
known origin, for example used in MG-RAST (11).
Since the evolutionary distance between the source organ-
isms of the metagenomic fragment and the database
sequence is unknown, a classiﬁcation result solely based
on a best BLAST hit has to be interpreted carefully. In
general, such a classiﬁcation is more reliable on higher
taxonomic levels (e.g. superkingdom or phylum) than on
lower taxonomic levels (e.g. genus or species), but it is
difﬁcult to decide which taxonomic level is reliable
enough, as this strongly varies for each metagenomic
fragment.
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common ancestor (LCA) approach. A BLAST search is
performed and all BLAST hits that have a bit score close
to the bit score of the best hit are collected. The
metagenomic fragment is then classiﬁed by computing
the LCA of all species in this set. One of the reasons for
the improved classiﬁcation accuracy of this approach is
that fragments with ambiguous hits are assigned at
higher taxonomic levels.
The SOrt-ITEMS (13) method extends the LCA
approach and uses additional techniques to reduce the
number of false positive predictions. One approach is
the reduction of the number of hits by using a reciprocal
BLAST search step. Another technique used is the adap-
tation of the taxonomic assignment level for all hits, based
on different alignment parameters like sequence similarity
between the metagenomic fragment and the aligned
database sequence.
Inspired by these techniques, in particular the reciprocal
search step of SOrt-ITEMS, we have developed a new
algorithm that further improves the accuracy of the taxo-
nomic classiﬁcation. Our method makes explicit use of the
assumption of a model of evolution where different gene
families have different rates of mutation, but within each
family this rate does not change too much. We have
adapted our method to work with both, BLAST and
HMMER3. In the ‘Materials and Methods’ section, we
ﬁrst introduce the BLAST-based variant of our method
and then we detail the adaptations necessary for the
HMMER variant. In the ‘Results and Discussion’
section, we conduct four experiments. In the ﬁrst experi-
ment we compare our BLASTx and HMMER variants
with each other, and in the second experiment we
compare our BLAST-based variant with SOrt-ITEMS
and MEGAN. In the last two experiments we evaluate
CARMA3 on different real metagenomic data sets.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Deﬁnitions
For a given BLAST hit h, let q(h) be the aligned query
sequence without gap and frameshift characters. In case of
BLASTx, q(h) is a translated substring of the DNA query
sequence. Similarly, s(h) is the substring of the database
sequence used in the alignment of h. Furthermore, score(h)
is the bit score of the alignment of h and tax(h) is the
taxonomic assignment of the database sequence of
h. Given two taxa a and b, lca(a, b) is the LCA of a and
b. Let RANKS be the set of the taxonomic levels
{unknown, superkingdom, phylum, class, order, family,
genus, species}, with the underlying taxonomic ordering
relation unknown > superkingdom > ...> species. For a
given taxon a, rank(a) is the taxonomic rank of taxon
a. The lineage of some taxon a denotes the set of taxa
on the path from the root to a in the taxonomy tree.
For a given rank k, ancestor(k, a) deﬁnes the taxon at
rank k in the lineage of a. In the rest of this section, let
query q be an unassembled metagenomic read with
unknown taxonomic afﬁliation.
Reciprocal search
The basic idea of using a reciprocal search in the context
of the taxonomic classiﬁcation of metagenomic reads as
described in the following goes back to (13). The ﬁrst step
of our method is to use BLASTx to search for homologs
of q in the NCBI NR protein database. BLASTx hits with
taxonomic assignment Other or Unclassiﬁed and hits
without any taxonomic assignment are discarded.
Furthermore, hits that have bit scores or alignment
lengths that are below certain thresholds, are also dis-
carded. Let B={h1,...,hWBW} be the set of BLAST hits of
q, such that score(h1) ... score(hWBW). If B is empty, then
q is classiﬁed as Unknown. Otherwise, the next step is the
construction of a new BLAST database consisting of
{q(h1), s(h1),...,s ( hWBW)}. Then, BLASTp is used to search
for hits of s(h1) in the new database. The result of this
reciprocal search is (rquery, R), where rquery denotes the
hit obtained by the alignment between s(h1) and q(h1),
and R={r1,..., rWRW} denotes the set of hits with known
taxonomic afﬁliation, such that score(r1) ... score(rWRW).
In addition we require that in case of co-optimal results
with the same highest score r12R denotes the hit obtained
by the alignment of s(h1) with itself. Let x=tax(rquery)
and ti= tax(ri) for all ri2R. Determining x, the species
of the metagenomic fragment, is usually not possible if
the species has not been sequenced before. The purpose
of this method is to approximate y=lca(x, t1), which is
the best possible classiﬁcation, assuming t1 is the phylo-
genetically closest known homolog of x. For each r2R,
p(r)=rank(lca(tax(r), t1)) denotes the projection of r onto
the lineage of t1. For each k2RANKS, let Pk={r2R |
p(r)=k}. If Pk6¼;, let Pmink=min{score(r) | r2Pk} and
Pmaxk=max{score(r)|r2Pk}, otherwise Pmink=
Pmaxk=0. Pmink and Pmaxk deﬁne intervals for each
taxonomic rank k.
Figure 1a depicts an example with projections of phylo-
genetic afﬁliations t2,...,t8 of reciprocal BLAST hits
r2,...,r8 onto the lineage of t1. Note that this tree is not
a phylogenetic tree. For example, the species t8, t7 and t6
share a common ancestor at taxonomic level order with t1,
but this is not necessarily the last common ancestor of t8,
t7 and t6. The dashed edges represent the projections of the
hitherto unknown phylogenetic afﬁliations x and x0 of
metagenomic sequences q and q0, respectively.
Figure 1b shows intervals deﬁned by Pmink and Pmaxk
that were obtained from the reciprocal scores in Figure 1a.
For example the species t8, t7 and t6 deﬁne the interval
(50,75) at taxonomic rank order and species t4 and t2
deﬁne the interval (95,120) at taxonomic rank genus.
Polishing
Under ideal conditions, one would expect that reciprocal
hits that are phylogenetically further away from t1 should
also have a lower bitscore. Thus, one would expect that
for each taxonomic rank k2RANKS n {unknown},
Pmaxk Pmaxk+1 holds. As this is not always the case
for real data, Pmaxk is set to zero for all ranks k with
Pmaxk<Pmaxk+1.
Values of Pmaxk that are zero, because there was no hit
at this taxonomic rank or because they have been set to
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linearly interpolated score if there exists at least one
higher and one lower taxonomic rank for which Pmax is
non-zero. Note that there always exists some lower taxo-
nomic rank with Pmax 6¼ 0, since r1 provides a lower
bound at taxonomic rank species. Thus, if a higher taxo-
nomic rank with Pmax 6¼ 0 exists, the smallest rank kh>k
with Pmaxkh6¼0 and the largest rank kl<k with
Pmaxkl6¼0 are taken and used as anchors for the linear
interpolation. If Pmink=0, Pmink is set to Pmaxk.I fn o
kh exists, an interpolation is not possible.
Classiﬁcation
Another formulation of the best possible classiﬁcation
y=lca(x,t1)i sy=ancestor(k,t1), assuming that rank
k=rank(y) is given. Similarly, yapprox, an approximation
of the best possible classiﬁcation, can be obtained by an-
cestor(kapprox, t1) if rank kapprox is given. Therefore, the
goal of our method is to ﬁnd such an approximation
kapprox. This step requires that there exists some reciprocal
BLAST hit r2R with score(r) score(rquery). If this is not
the case, a fall-back method, which is described below, will
be used. Otherwise, we obtain kapprox by
min{k2RANKS|Pmink score(rquery) and for all
l>k:Pmaxl<score(rquery)}. The algorithm for this
works as follows: Starting at taxonomic rank k=un-
known, k is decreased until Pmaxk 1 score(rquery). If k
is above the taxonomic rank species and score
(rquery) Pmink 1, then k will be decreased once again.
The rank kapprox is then given by k.
Two examples for the taxonomic classiﬁcation are given
in Figure 1b. The metagenomic read q with unknown
phylogenetic afﬁliation x has a reciprocal score of 90
and k is decreased until Pmaxk 1 90. Since the interval
at taxonomic rank genus contains a reciprocal hit (t2) with
a score of 120 which is higher than that of q, k is set to
rank family. Because the score of q is also smaller than the
lowest score Pmink 1 of any reciprocal hit in the interval
at rank genus, k remains at its last rank and kapprox is set
to family. For the metagenomic read q0 with reciprocal
score of 105, k is similarly placed at taxonomic rank
family in the ﬁrst phase, but in contrast to q its score is
higher than the lowest score in the interval at taxonomic
rank genus. Therefore, kapprox is set to genus for
metagenomic read q0.
Fall-back
As mentioned before, the previous step will only work if
there exists some reciprocal BLAST hit r2R with
score(r) score(rquery). If there is no such r, the highest
taxonomic rank klow with Pklow6¼; will only provide a
lower bound for the approximation of y. As a fall-back
method for this case, the lower bound prediction klow will
be combined with a technique introduced in (13) that is
based on the assumption of a uniform rate of evolution.
Different BLASTx alignment parameters, e.g. percent
identity, are used to estimate the taxonomic rank of the
LCA of the metagenomic sequence and the database
sequence. A high similarity between both sequences will
result in the estimation of a lower taxonomic rank and a
lower similarity will result in a higher taxonomic rank,
respectively. For example a metagenomic read with a
BLAST hit h to some database sequence, with
length(q(h))=200bp and percent identity=60, is
assigned at the taxonomic rank family of the database
sequence. In contrast, the same metagenomic read with
an alignment with a percent identity of only 55 will be
assigned at the higher taxonomic rank order, as it is
assumed to be evolutionarily further away from the
database sequence. The thresholds for the alignment par-
ameters used in this method are the same as in
SOrt-ITEMS (13). Let kuni be the taxonomic rank
obtained by this technique using the alignment parameters
of the best BLAST hit h1 from the initial BLAST search.
Both predictions are combined by taking the maximum,
i.e. kmax=max(klow, kuni). The ﬁnal classiﬁcation yapprox
is then given by ancestor(kmax, t1).
HMMER variant
It is also possible to apply the same classiﬁcation tech-
nique within the context of HMMER3-based homology
searches against the Pfam database (14).
For convenience, some of the previous notations are
reused. Let h be a pairwise alignment, q(h), s(h) and
Figure 1. (a) Projections of BLAST hits obtained from reciprocal search onto the lineage of t1. The dashed edges represent projections of unkown
phylogenetic afﬁliations x and x0 of metagenomic sequences q and q0, respectively. (b) Intervals given by Pmink and Pmaxk for each taxonomic rank k
and level assignments of x and x0 based on their score.
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by computing a similarity score over the pairwise align-
ment with the BLOSUM62 score matrix (15). The ﬁrst step
is to translate all six reading frames of the metagenomic
sequence into protein sequences and to search them
against Pfam-A using hmmscan. If there is no signiﬁcant
match, the metagenomic sequence is classiﬁed as
Unknown. Otherwise, let ^ q be the aligned sequence of the
match with the lowest Pfam-HMM E-value. Then, ^ q is
aligned against the full multiple alignment of the Pfam
family using hmmalign. Let q* be the alignment row cor-
responding to ^ q and let F={f1,...fWFW} be the set of align-
ment rows of the Pfam family members of the full multiple
alignment.
The next step is similar to the BLAST approach, where
the closest homologue of the (translated) metagenomic
sequence ^ q is searched for: For each pair in {(q*, f) |
f2F}, a pairwise alignment is obtained where columns
that correspond to leading and trailing gaps of q*a s
well as columns where both sequences have a gap are dis-
carded. Pairwise alignments that are too short or have too
low a score will not be considered for further processing.
Let B={h1,...,hWBW} be the set of all these pairwise align-
ments, such that score(h1) ... score(hWBW). The recipro-
cal search is performed by computing the pairwise
similarity between s(h1) and all other Pfam family
members. The following steps, the creation of intervals
and the classiﬁcation are performed in the same way as
for the BLAST variant. The alignment parameters that are
needed for the fall-back method can easily be computed by
counting the number of identities, positives and gaps in
the alignment.
Since HMMER3 does not support DNA to Protein
alignments yet, frameshifts cannot be detected directly.
This decreases both, the sensitivity of homology detection
and the classiﬁcation accuracy. In order to incorporate
frameshifts, it is possible to add to the default six
reading frame translations the BLASTx-based translation
q(h1) if available. In this case, seven translations, instead
of six, are searched against Pfam-A.
Parameter p
Except for the homology search thresholds and the fall-
back method, our classiﬁcation algorithm is parameter-
free. For evaluation and comparison purposes, we
introduced a parameter p to trade off sensitivity against
speciﬁcity of the taxonomic classiﬁcation. It is used to ar-
tiﬁcially increase or decrease the score of the metagenomic
sequence in the reciprocal phase, i.e. scorenew(rquery)=
min(p score(rquery), score(r1)). For example, values of
p>1 will increase sensitivity and decrease speciﬁcity of
the classiﬁcations. The parameter is suited only for small
changes in the sensitivity-speciﬁcity trade-off because the
fall-back method is not effected by the parameter.
Taxonomic classiﬁcation of amino acid sequences
Both, the BLAST and the HMMER variant of CARMA3
can also be used for the taxonomic classiﬁcation of amino
acid sequences. In the case of the BLAST variant of
CARMA3, BLASTx is replaced by BLASTp. In the
HMMER variant the amino acid sequences are now
passed directly to HMMER3, in contrast to DNA that
ﬁrst requires translation into six reading frames.
Functional classiﬁcation
An important feature of the HMMER variant is the func-
tional classiﬁcation of metagenomic reads based on Gene
Ontology Identiﬁers (GO-Ids) (16). The Gene Ontology
provides a controlled vocabulary for gene products, dis-
tinguishing between their associated biological processes,
cellular components and molecular functions. A
metagenomic sequence that has a signiﬁcant match to
some Pfam family can then be classiﬁed by the set of
GO-Ids that are assigned to this Pfam family.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Both, the BLAST and the HMMER variant of the method
described above have been implemented in C/C+ +a s
version 3 of our CARMA/WebCARMA pipeline. In the
following, CARMA3BLASTx denotes the BLASTx variant
and CARMA3HMMER3 denotes the HMMER3 variant.
The pipeline takes metagenomic reads as input and se-
quentially starts BLASTx, CARMA3BLASTx, HMMER3
and CARMA3HMMER3. The resulting taxonomic and
functional classiﬁcations are further processed to create
taxonomic and functional proﬁles. The pipeline runs on
the compute cluster of the Bielefeld University
Bioinformatics Resource Facility at the Center for
Biotechnology (CeBiTec) and is freely accessible at
http://webcarma.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de (10). The
complete source code (C/C+ +) has been released under
the GPL and is available for download at the
WebCARMA homepage.
Compared methods
In the ﬁrst experiment CARMA3BLASTx, CARMA3
HMMER3 and their predecessor CARMA2.1HMMER2 have
been compared to each other, in the second experiment
CARMA3BLASTx, SOrt-ITEMS (13) and MEGAN (12).
The taxonomic classiﬁcation methods assign to a
metagenomic read one taxon and therefore also one taxo-
nomic rank. This taxon implicitly provides a taxonomic
classiﬁcation also for the higher taxonomic ranks. For
example, the taxon Gammaproteobacteria at the taxo-
nomic rank class, implicitly provides the taxonomic clas-
siﬁcation Bacteria at the taxonomic rank superkingdom.
The taxonomic ranks below the predicted taxon can be
considered to be classiﬁed as ‘unknown’. Therefore, for
each taxonomic rank a metagenomic read can either be
correctly classiﬁed and counts as a true positive (TP), can
be wrongly classiﬁed and counts as a false positive (FP), or
it is not classiﬁed and counts as unknown (U). As for each
taxonomic rank the numbers TP, FP and U sum up to the
total number N of reads used in the evaluation and U
equals N   TP   FP, U will not explicitly be given in
the results.
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For the evaluation of CARMA3 a synthetic and two real
data sets were used. The synthetic metagenome
(Supplementary Table S1) was constructed consisting
of 25 randomly chosen bacterial genomes from the
NCBI ftp site (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/).
N=25000 metagenomic reads were simulated using
MetaSim (17) with the default 454 sequencing error
model resulting in an average read length of 265bp. The
real data set used in Experiment 3 consists of over 600000
unassembled reads from a biogas plant microbial commu-
nity (18). The reads were obtained by 454 sequencing and
have an average length of 230bp. The real data set used in
Experiment 4 consists of 3.3 million non-redundant micro-
bial genes of the gene catalogue of the human gut
microbiome (19). Faecal samples from different individ-
uals were sequenced with the Illumina Genome Analyser
(GA) which yielded in 576.7 Gb of sequence. The reads
were assembled into longer contigs and a gene ﬁnder was
used to detect open reading frames (ORFs). Similar ORFs
were clustered to obtain the ﬁnal non-redundant gene set.
We downloaded this gene set and translated the ORFs
into protein sequences using the NCBI Genetic Code 11.
The simulated metagenomes and the results of the
CARMA3 analyses of the real metagenomes used in the
evaluation are available for download at the
WebCARMA homepage.
Databases
To evaluate the different BLAST-based methods regard-
ing their ability to classify sequences of unknown source
organism, three BLAST NR protein databases were
created: ‘order-ﬁltered’, without sequences from species
that share the same order as any of the species from
the synthetic metagenome, ‘species-ﬁltered’, without se-
quences from species in the synthetic metagenome, and
‘All’, the complete NR database.
Similarly, for CARMA3HMMER3, the curated Pfam-A
database from Pfam 24.0 was used to create the three
databases, ‘order-ﬁltered’, ‘species-ﬁltered’ and ‘All’, by
removing corresponding sequences from the full multiple
alignments.
Parameters used
The BLASTx runs for CARMA3BLASTx, SOrt-ITEMS
and MEGAN were performed with default E-value
threshold (-e 10), soft sequence masking (-F “m S”),
and frameshift penalty 15 (-w 15). To ensure comparabil-
ity, CARMA3BLASTx used the same thresholds as
SOrt-ITEMS regarding the BLASTx hits, a minimal bit
score of 35 and a minimal alignment length of 25. For our
ﬁrst experiment, the CARMA3 parameter p was set to 1.
For the second experiment, p was set differently for each
of the three databases, since for p=1, CARMA3BLASTx
has fewer TPs and fewer FPs than SOrt-ITEMS (except
for taxonomic rank superkingdom). In order to be com-
parable, p was chosen for the order and the species-ﬁltered
databases such that CARMA3BLASTx had about the same
number of TPs as SOrt-ITEMS on the lowest taxonomic
rank that had not been ﬁltered. For the unﬁltered
database (all), SOrt-ITEMS gave no classiﬁcations on
the taxonomic rank species. Therefore p was chosen with
respect to the taxonomic rank genus. The values of p were
1.024 for order-ﬁltered, 1.033 for species-ﬁltered and 1.15
for the unﬁltered database.
The parameter for the minimal number of reads that are
required to report a taxon in SOrt-ITEMS and MEGAN
was set to 1 in all experiments. To ensure comparability of
MEGAN with the other two BLAST-based methods, the
top percent parameter was increased from 10 (default)
to 15 resulting in more conservative predictions.
CARMA3HMMER3 was run with an E-value of 0.1 for
hmmscan, a minimal alignment length of 25 and a
minimal score of 30 for the pairwise alignments.
CARMA2.1HMMER2 was run with an E-value of 0.0001
for hmmpfam.
Experiment 1
In the ﬁrst experiment CARMA3BLASTx and
CARMA3HMMER3 were compared with each other in
order to see which of both variants provides better taxo-
nomic classiﬁcation results (Table 1). As a third variant
the older version CARMA2.1HMMER2 was also included
in the comparison.
For the order-ﬁltered database, CARMA3BLASTx has
more TPs but also more FPs than CARMA3HMMER3
at all taxonomic ranks. In the species-ﬁltered database,
CARMA3BLASTx has more TPs than CARMA3HMMER3
as before, but this time it also has fewer FPs than
CARMA3HMMER3. Similar results are provided for the
Unﬁltered database: CARMA3BLASTx has signiﬁcantly
more TPs and at the same time considerably fewer FPs
than CARMA3HMMER3 at all taxonomic ranks. While for
the order-ﬁltered database it is not obvious which variant
should be preferred over the other, for the species-ﬁltered
and unﬁltered databases CARMA3BLASTx clearly outper-
forms CARMA3HMMER3.
The comparison of CARMA3HMMER3 and
CARMA2.1HMMER2 using the unﬁltered database shows
that CARMA3HMMER3 is superior to CARMA2.1
HMMER2 on all taxonomic ranks from class to genus.
Fraction of fall-back method on the overall
classiﬁcation. About 10–20% of all metagenomic reads
that have been classiﬁed with CARMA3BLASTx were clas-
siﬁed using the fall-back method (see Table 2). Of these,
about one half of the reads were classiﬁed with the
fall-back method because they had only one BLAST hit
in the corresponding database.
Performance on different read lengths. The performance of
CARMA3BLASTx was also evaluated for other read
lengths and different error models. To simulate a
metagenome sequenced with 454 GS FLX Titanium,
reads were created with the default 454 error model of
MetaSim with an average read length of 400bp. For the
454-GS20 and Illumina sequencing technology, reads of
length 80bp were simulated. The error model for the
Illumina reads (errormodel-80bp.mconf) was down-
loaded separately from the MetaSim homepage. As no
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available, the 454-GS20 reads were adapted to this
length. Each of the three simulated metagenomes
(454-400bp, 454-80bp and Illumina-80bp) was
analysed using the order-, species- and unﬁltered protein
databases. The results are given in Supplementary
Tables S2–4.
In general, the 400bp reads provide more classiﬁcations
than the 265bp. In addition, in many cases the 400bp
reads account for more TPs and fewer FPs than the
265bp reads. This is the case in the species-ﬁltered
database at taxonomic ranks class to family, but also for
the unﬁltered database at taxonomic ranks superkingdom,
family and genus. As expected, the shorter 454-80bp reads
perform worse than the 454-265bp reads. This is clearly
shown for the species-ﬁltered database at taxonomic rank
family and the unﬁltered database at taxonomic ranks
phylum to family.
The comparison of the 454-80bp and Illumina-80bp
reads shows that Illumina reads are about twice as often
classiﬁed as the 454 reads for all databases. For the
species-ﬁltered database at taxonomic rank superkingdom
and the unﬁltered database at taxonomic ranks
superkingdom to genus the Illumina error model clearly
outperfoms the 454 error model in terms of accuracy. A
comparison of the simulated reads revealed that the 454
error model has produced many more base substitutions
than the Illumina error model. In addition, the 454 error
model accounts for insertions and deletions, which the
Illumina error model does not. It is unclear to the
authors how representative the MetaSim default error
models are for the currently available sequencers by 454
and Illumina. Therefore, rather than as a comparison of
two different sequencing technologies, the comparison of
both error models should be understood as a demonstra-
tion of the inﬂuence of sequencing errors on the accuracy
of the taxonomic classiﬁcation.
Experiment 2
In the second experiment our new method
CARMA3BLASTx was compared to the two other
BLASTx-based methods, SOrt-ITEMS and MEGAN
(Table 3).
While for the order-ﬁltered database CARMA3
performs better than SOrt-ITEMS at rank class, for the
ranks superkingdom and phylum it is not clear which
method is better. At the taxonomic ranks order to
genus, where the metagenomic sequences have been
ﬁltered away, CARMA3 has much fewer ( 37–74%)
false positives than SOrt-ITEMS. CARMA3 has better
results than MEGAN at all taxonomic ranks, while
SOrt-ITEMS has better results than MEGAN at all taxo-
nomic ranks below superkingdom. For the species-ﬁltered
database CARMA3 has better results than SOrt-ITEMS
and MEGAN at taxonomic rank genus. For the other
taxonomic ranks the results of CARMA3 and
SOrt-ITEMS are not comparable, since SOrt-ITEMS
has more TPs and more FPs. Only at taxonomic rank
species CARMA3 has FPs which SOrt-ITEMS does not
have. The reason for this is that SOrt-ITEMS requires a
minimal alignment length of 550bp in order to make clas-
siﬁcations at the taxonomic rank species, but the
simulated metagenome contains only reads with an
average length of 265bp. The advantage of avoiding
FPs at rank species in the order and species-ﬁltered data-
bases is traded off against the disadvantage of not detect-
ing species in the unﬁltered database. CARMA3 performs
better than MEGAN at all taxonomic ranks, except
superkingdom, where the results are not comparable. To
provide comparability between the methods also for the
unﬁltered database we tried to increase the number of TPs
of CARMA3 at the taxonomic rank genus. We were
Table 1. Comparison of the taxonomic classiﬁcation accuracy of the different CARMA variants CARMA3BLASTx, CARMA3HMMER3 and
CARMA2.1HMMER2
Order-ﬁltered Species-ﬁltered All
C3BLASTx C3HMMER3 C3BLASTx C3HMMER3 C3BLASTx C3HMMER3 C2.1HMMER2
TP FP TP FP TP FP TP FP TP FP TP FP TP FP
Superkingdom 12282 799 6668 660 20059 113 9563 516 22725 31 11276 544 6099 140
Phylum 8532 1094 4194 657 18968 183 8065 377 22626 17 10255 345 5724 238
Class 3700 1257 1983 721 15793 274 6329 322 20584 25 8822 223 4969 278
Order – 2019 – 1158 14829 275 5084 367 20869 30 8066 220 4756 385
Family – 926 – 531 11126 239 3400 324 18301 25 6485 223 4149 346
Genus – 144 – 175 6897 427 1852 517 16025 107 5366 303 3487 746
Species – 9 – 25 – 142 – 214 1142 31 809 176 2092 1135
Table entries ‘–’ indicate taxonomic ranks where the corresponding species have been ﬁltered away and therefore true positives are not possible.
Table 2. The total number of reads (‘total’) classiﬁed with
CARMA3BLASTx and the number of reads classiﬁed with the
fall-back method (‘fall-back’)
Total Fall-back Fall-back
Single Multiple
Order-ﬁltered 13081 2668 1397 1271
Species-ﬁltered 20172 1907 878 1029
All 22756 2203 1159 1044
‘Single’ represents the number of metagenomic reads that had only one
BLAST hit and ‘Multiple’ represents the number of reads with two or
more BLAST hits.
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(Table 1) to 20430, but not higher. The reason for this is
that classiﬁcations of reads from the fall-back method
cannot be changed with the parameter p. Although
CARMA3 performs worse than SOrt-ITEMS at three
taxonomic ranks (superkingdom, order and family) in
the unﬁltered data set, the corresponding TP and FP
numbers at each taxonomic rank except species are quite
similar. CARMA3 is able to detect many species where
SOrt-ITEMS does not detect any. On all taxonomic ranks,
except ranks genus and species, CARMA3 and
SOrt-ITEMS perform better than MEGAN.
Assuming that about 10%–20% of microbial genomes
consist of non-protein coding sequences (20), it is clear
that many of the metagenomic reads can not be classiﬁed
using protein homology information. But because many of
these reads do overlap at least partly with a coding region,
it can be observed that 92–96% of the reads are correctly
assigned to bacteria by the BLASTx based methods using
the unﬁltered database.
Overlap. Figure 2 shows Venn diagrams for the overlap of
(a) correct and (b) wrong classiﬁcations for the order-
ﬁltered data set at taxonomic rank class. Although each
method has about 3600–4000 correct classiﬁcations, only
about 2100 reads have been correctly classiﬁed by every
method. In this particular case each of the three compared
methods correctly classiﬁes a signiﬁcant proportion of the
reads, which the other methods do not. However, for
higher taxonomic ranks and the species- and unﬁltered
data set the overlap of correct classiﬁcations is much
higher and therefore the differences between the
methods are smaller. Figure 2(b) shows that the overlap
of wrong classiﬁcations is relatively smaller than that of
the correct classiﬁcations. As expected, a high number of
wrong classiﬁcations are unique to MEGAN. For the
Venn diagrams of the other taxonomic ranks and data
sets see Supplementary Figures S1–6.
Experiment 3
For the evaluation on a real data set of unassembled 454
reads, the metagenome of a biogas plant microbial
community was analysed with CARMA3BLASTx,
SOrt-ITEMS and MEGAN. Figure 3 shows Venn
diagrams for the number of reads being classiﬁed at taxo-
nomic ranks superkingdom and class (see Supplementary
Figure S7 for the other ranks). Reads that are classiﬁed by
two or all methods are not necessarily assigned to the
same taxon. The Venn diagrams show that the fraction
of reads that are classiﬁed by all methods is bigger at
higher taxonomic ranks than on lower taxonomic ranks.
For a qualitative comparison of the taxonomic classiﬁca-
tions of the three methods, comparative taxonomic
proﬁles for each taxonomic rank have been created.
Figure 4 shows the proﬁle for taxonomic rank class,
Supplementary Figures S8–14 contain the full set of
proﬁles. In order to restrict the number of taxa in the
taxonomic proﬁles to the most abundant ones, all taxa
with a relative abundance <0.01 were discarded. Taxa
for which any of the classiﬁcation methods predicted an
abundance of 0.01 or higher were not discarded. After this
threshold was applied, the remaining taxa were
normalized such that the relative abundances sum up to
one for each of the methods ensuring comparability
between the methods. In contrast to the proﬁles of the
other taxonomic ranks, the proﬁle of taxonomic rank
superkingdom includes the relative abundance of reads
that have been classiﬁed as ‘unknown’.
Table 3. Comparison of the taxonomic classiﬁcation accuracy of the different BLASTx-based methods CARMA3BLASTx, SOrt-ITEMS and
MEGAN
Order-ﬁltered Species-ﬁltered All
CARMA3 SOrt-ITEMS MEGAN CARMA3 SOrt-ITEMS MEGAN CARMA3 SOrt-ITEMS MEGAN
TP FP TP FP TP FP TP FP TP FP TP FP TP FP TP FP TP FP
Superkingdom 12696 861 12576 786 12626 1849 20266 118 20345 128 20840 453 22890 36 23979 30 23900 105
Phylum 8989 1224 9254 1736 8079 1985 19268 227 19466 356 19010 535 22832 30 23909 43 23607 91
Class 4066 1495 4062 1937 3649 2479 16206 349 16259 401 15921 735 20932 38 21912 41 21418 107
Order – 2507 – 4011 – 4975 15671 366 15684 535 15105 954 21994 65 22871 58 21543 155
Family – 1186 – 2565 – 4087 12117 345 13104 606 11625 1101 20089 62 20864 59 18937 143
Genus – 210 – 798 – 4041 8328 752 8299 1112 8031 1889 20430 314 21124 483 17758 263
Species – 23 – 0 – 3544 – 995 – 0 – 4346 15232 685 0 0 11786 550
In the table CARMA3 refers to the BLAST variant CARMA3BLASTx.
Figure 2. Overlap of 25000 simulated metagenomic reads classiﬁed by
CARMA3, SOrt-ITEMS and MEGAN for the order-ﬁltered data set at
taxonomic rank class.
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consistency between the compared methods regarding
the relative abundances of the most abundant taxa. Only
at taxonomic ranks genus and species, bigger differences
can be found: CARMA3 predicts more Clostridia,
SOrt-ITEMS more Methanocullei and MEGAN predicts
more Cloacamonas. The reason for the high consistency
between the three methods above taxonomic rank genus is
that low abundant species have been ﬁltered away.
Filtering of low abundant taxa provides a trade-off
between ﬁltering noise produced by FPs and the detection
of low abundant true positive taxa. Supplementary
Table S5 shows how many reads of each method have
been ﬁltered away. For example at taxonomic rank
order, about 7% of all reads classiﬁed by CARMA3,
11% of all reads classiﬁed by SOrt-ITEMS and about
28% of all reads classiﬁed by MEGAN have been
ﬁltered away. This effect and the differences between
the methods are even stronger at lower taxonomic ranks.
The results of the evaluation in Experiment 2, showing
that SOrt-ITEMS and in particular MEGAN produce
more FPs than CARMA3, are an indication that most
of the ﬁltered taxa in this data set are actually wrong pre-
dictions rather than truly low abundant taxa.
This biogas plant metagenome has formerly been
analysed using two different approaches, (a) construction
of bacterial and archaeal 16S-rDNA amplicon libraries
and (b) screening for reads in the 454 data set that
encode for 16S-rDNAs (21). Both 16S-rDNA approaches
and our results coincide in the identiﬁcation of the main
abundant taxa. For example at taxonomic rank order, the
archaea Methanomicrobiales and the bacteria Clostridiales
and Bacteroidales have by all approaches been predicted
as the main abundant taxa. Apart from these consistent
predictions the differences in the relative abundances of
the other taxa might also be explained by various biases
that are inherent to the compared methods. For example,
the database reference sequences come mainly from
culturable species and therefore are biased towards
certain bacterial phyla (22). On the other side, the oligo-
nucleotide primers that are used to amplify the 16S-rDNA
can exhibit substantial variations in their speciﬁcity
towards different clades (23). Considering these potential
biases, the taxonomic classiﬁcations of the BLASTx-based
methods show a high consistency with the results of the
16S-rDNA analyses.
Running times. To determine the running time of our
method 10000 metagenomic reads from the biogas plant
metagenome with the complete CARMA3 pipeline were
analysed. For comparative purposes, the running times of
SOrt-ITEMS and MEGAN were also measured. The com-
putation was conducted on a 2.5 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
processor with 8 GB RAM, running Linux (64-bit Ubuntu
 0
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Figure 4. Comparative taxonomic proﬁle of a biogas plant metagenome analysed with CARMA3, SOrt-ITEMS and MEGAN at taxonomic rank
class.
Figure 3. Venn diagrams for a biogas plant metagenome with over
600000 reads. The subset sizes depict the numbers of reads being clas-
siﬁed with CARMA3, SOrt-ITEMS and MEGAN at taxonomic ranks
superkingdom and class.
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times, measured with the GNU time command
(user+sys), are given in Table 4.
The results show that for the BLAST-based classiﬁca-
tions, the BLAST homology search accounts for more
than 98% of the total running time. Among the three
BLAST-based classiﬁcation methods, MEGAN is the
fastest method, more than 4 times faster than
SOrt-ITEMS. SOrt-ITEMS in turn is about 4 times
faster than CARMA3BLASTx. In contrast to MEGAN,
CARMA3BLASTx and SOrt-ITEMS spend additional
time on performing reciprocal BLAST searches and there-
fore are slower. CARMA3BLASTx is slower than
SOrt-ITEMS because it does not use a top-percent ﬁlter
and therefore creates bigger BLAST databases in the re-
ciprocal search step.
To measure the time needed to run BLASTx on shorter
Illumina reads, 10000 75bp-reads sequenced with
Illumina Genome Analyser (GA) from a human gut mi-
crobial community (24) were searched against the full NR
protein database. The running time of about 14.5 h for the
BLASTx run is in terms of bases per second quite similar
to the running time of the BLASTx analysis of the 454
data. While a BLASTx analysis of a complete 454 run is
feasible on a compute cluster in the order of hours or a few
days, this approach seems to be less practical for the
analysis of all unassembled reads produced by a
complete run of an Illumina sequencing machine that
produces one to two orders of magnitudes more bases in
total than a 454 sequencing machine in a single run. The
usage of data reduction techniques, as shown in
Experiment 4, can be a way to overcome this limitation.
Experiment 4
Data reduction techniques are a common method to
handle the amount of data produced by Illumina
sequencing machines (24,25). Typical steps involve the
assembly of reads into longer fragments, gene detection
with a gene ﬁnder to detect open reading frames
(ORFs), clustering of highly similar ORFs, and transla-
tion of the non-redundant ORFs into protein sequences.
Such a metaproteome has, in contrast to the full set of
unassembled Illumina reads, a size that makes the
analysis with the BLASTp variant of CARMA3 possible
on a compute cluster in the order of hours or a few days.
To evaluate the applicability of CARMA3 on amino
acid sequences derived from assembled Illumina reads,
the BLASTp variant of CARMA3 was used to analyse
the gene catalogue of the human gut microbiome (24)
(Supplementary Figures S15–21). The results were
compared to the taxonomic classiﬁcation of another
study of the human intestinal microbial ﬂora based
on 13355 prokaryotic 16S ribosomal RNA gene
sequences (19).
Both methods, the 16S-rDNA analysis and CARMA3,
identify Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes as the most
abundant phyla, followed by Proteobacteria,
Actinobacteria, Verrucomicrobia and Fusobacteria. Also,
in both analyses the phylum Firmicutes consists mainly
of the class Clostrida. Nearly all genera of the Clostridia
that have been predicted by the 16S-rDNA analysis, like
Eubacterium, Ruminococcus, Dorea, Butyrivibrio and
Coprococcus, have also been predicted by CARMA3
(Supplementary Figure S22). Also most of the species of
Clostridia like E. rectale, E. hallii, R. torques, R. gnavus,
F. prausnitzii, D. formicigenerans and D. longicatena that
are found by the 16S-rDNA analysis could be conﬁrmed
by CARMA3 (Supplementary Figure S23). However, the
species E. hadrum and R. callidus that have been found by
16S-rDNA were not found by CARMA3. The genus
Clostridium which is the taxon found by CARMA3 to
have the highest abundance in the class Clostrida is not
reported by the 16S-rDNA analysis. The reason for this
might be that the 16S-rDNA sequence of Clostridium
bartlettii, which mostly contributes to the genus
Clostridium and is known to be found in human faeces,
might not have been available at the time of the
16S-rDNA analysis (26). Also the species R. inulinivorans
and R. intestinalis of the genus Roseburia, which are found
by CARMA3 but not by the 16S-rDNA analysis, are
known to occur in human faeces (27,28). For the second
most abundant phylum, the Bacteroidetes, the authors of
the 16S-rDNA analysis report a high variability in the
distribution of phylotypes in samples from different
subjects. Nevertheless, all phylotypes reported by the
authors of the 16S-rDNA analysis, B. vulgatus,
Prevotellaceae, B. thetaiotaomicron, B. caccae and
B. fragilis, were among the 11 or, in case of B. putredinis,
among the 22 most abundant taxa predicted by CARMA3
(Supplementary Figures S24 and 25).
The comparison of the taxonomic predictions of the
16S-rDNA analysis and CARMA3 has revealed a high
consistency in the results of both methods. This shows
that CARMA3 can also be used for the taxonomic classi-
ﬁcation of amino acid sequences obtained from assembled
Illumina reads.
CONCLUSION
We have introduced a new method for the taxonomic clas-
siﬁcation of assembled and unassembled metagenomic
sequences that can be used in combination with BLAST-
and HMMER-based homology searches. Except for the
homology search and the fall-back scenario, our method is
parameter-free. In addition, for the HMMER-based
variant, our method also provides a functional classiﬁ-
cation of the metagenomic sequence. Typically, a
metagenomic sample contains many novel species that
Table 4. Running times for the homologysearches (BLASTx and
HMMER3) and the taxonomic classiﬁcations with CARMA3,
SOrt-ITEMS and MEGAN
CARMA3 SOrt-ITEMS MEGAN
BLASTx 54h 15m 54h 15m 54h 15m
-classiﬁcation 52m 22s 12m 36s 3m 4s
HMMER3 6h 20m – –
-classiﬁcation 41m 8s – –
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scenario with the order-ﬁltered database and have shown
that in most cases CARMA3 not only performs better
than existing BLAST-based methods, but most strikingly,
it is better at avoiding FP predictions on lower taxonomic
ranks when only remote homologues are available for the
classiﬁcation of novel species.
We think that our method works because reciprocal
hits provide a reasonable estimation of the last common
ancestor of the metagenomic sequence and its best hit
in the sequence database. In contrast to the other
BLAST-based methods our method is not based on the
LCA and therefore does not discard reciprocal hits that
can provide valuable information for the taxonomic
classiﬁcation.
CARMA3 uses both BLAST and HMMER3 for the
taxonomic classiﬁcation of metagenomic reads. One of
the reasons we developed the HMMER3 variant was the
idea that we could improve the speed of the reciprocal
search by ﬁrst ﬁnding the corresponding protein family
with HMMER3 and then restrict the search of reciprocal
hits to this smaller set of sequences from the same
family. Indeed, for the future, we plan to further
increase the speed of CARMA3HMMER3 by using
BLASTp to search for the reciprocal hits within the
protein family instead of computing the pairwise align-
ments for every Pfam family member. However, in
nearly all cases the BLASTx-based variant classiﬁed sig-
niﬁcantly more reads than the HMMER3-based variant.
In many cases it also had fewer FPs. Therefore, we think
that the BLASTx-based variant is in our current setting
the preferable method for the taxonomic classiﬁcation. A
drawback of using BLASTx is its running time. The com-
putational bottleneck of the CARMA3 pipeline is the
homology search, in particular the BLAST search. In
our evaluation the initial BLAST search accounted for
over 98% of the total running time. However, this is a
problem shared with all BLAST-based approaches.
Furthermore, we have shown in our evaluation that this
problem can be dealt with by the use of data reduction
strategies which include assembly and gene detection
steps. One of the reasons that the HMMER3-based
variant does not perform as well as the BLASTx-based
variant might be that the Pfam-A database contains less
sequence information than the NR protein database. In
our evaluation the NR protein database contained 3.55
billion amino acids while Pfam-A contained only 0.77
billion amino acids. The Pfam database also provides
multiple alignments that have been created by aligning
NCBI GenPept sequences (29) against Pfam-A. As this
additional sequence information might increase the
classiﬁcation accuracy we are planning to incorporate
these alignments into the HMMER-based variant of
CARMA3. Also, we are considering including the
Pfam-B database in the homology search as this should
increase the fraction of metagenomic reads being
classiﬁed.
Currently available biological sequence databases are
known to be biased because they mainly contain sequences
of species that are culturable. Although we have tried to
minimize the effect of this bias on the results of our
evaluation by creating the order-ﬁltered database, this
bias has to be kept in mind when generalizing our evalu-
ation results to metagenomic reads from unculturable
species.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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